Combined Operations For All Ranks Serving in Amphibious Warfare

**Units** Introduced in 1942, (ref: AFO 4366 1942), (RM Circular 2-12-1942), (RM Circular 25-2-1942), (AFO 3131 1944), and (RMRO 550 1944), discontinued on 1 July 1946 and reintroduced in May 1948, (ref: AFO 1722 1957) and (RMRO 198 1958.)

- **No.1 DRESS**
- **VOCAB NO. 32917 CLOTH VERSION**
- **PERMISSION TO CUT AND WEAR CIRCULAR BADGE GRANTED BY THE CHIEF OF COMBINED OPERATIONS**
- **PRINTED VERSION**
- **WORN BY AMERICAN FORCES**
- **NAVAL UNIT TROPICAL DRESS 1948 TO DATE**
- **TACTICAL RECONIGTION FLASH**